WHAT'S A LABYRINTH?

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2022
Kelley Grove
Located between the Pavilion and Little Lake
Facilitated walks at 2 PM and 5 PM

LARS HOWLETT
Lars Howlett is one of the country’s foremost labyrinth makers.
- Bloomberg News

Labyrinths have a single pathway that meanders toward a center. Unlike a maze, there are no dead ends, and instead of walls, the path of the labyrinth is laid out flat on the ground with the design and destination in full view from the entrance.

Lars Howlett, Labyrinth designer, will draw a temporary labyrinth on November 3. Everyone in the Bobcat Community is invited to walk it and give feedback.

De Acker, Programs Development Director, will facilitate walks at 2pm and 5pm.